
Yeastar Workplace is a one-stop workplace 
scheduling solution

The Challenge
Applelec are a Yorkshire manufacturing company specialising in Architectural lighting, backlighting 
solutions and bespoke signage. With 70 + workforce and 6-acres of manufacturing facilities, their 
main meeting room doubles as a showroom and is a hub of activity from internal meetings to 
client and supplier visits. Over the past year Applelec have been working to improve their internal/
environmental branding, re-using and recycling many of the products they create to showcase their 
skills across the site, as part of their strategy to encourage more customer visits and factory tours.

Historically, Applelec used a shared calendar to book the showroom, however, they frequently 
found this being, forgotten or ignored and the room being occupied by people who hadn’t booked 
it. With such an in-demand resource for the company, this set up was a frequent headache for the 
team, who really needed to find a solution that engaged staff in utilising it better, was simple to use 
but hard to ignore!

The Solution
Designed for modern offices and the future of the workplace, Yeastar Workplace is a one-stop 
scheduling solution for organisations to make better use of their meeting rooms, desks and other 
shared workspace resources.

A better meeting culture starts with scheduling. The meeting room booking system is composed 
of a cloud-based platform, wall mounted touch screen room displays, and smart sensors to 
help streamline space allocation and save in-person collaboration from unnecessary scheduling 
conflicts.

Looking for a place to meet? With touch screen room displays mounted outside meeting spaces, 
you can instantly tell the real-time room availability from distinguishable 3-coloured LED indicators 
even from a distance.

A 10.1” LCD touch screen supports reserving on the spot and meeting check-ins & check-outs. 
Custom branding is also available to set up your company logo and background image that appear 
on the screen.

As today’s workforce gets more collaborative, how to allocate office spaces has become 
increasingly significant in ensuring employee experience and productivity, especially for 
businesses that operate in a hybrid working environment or a co-working space.
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System details:

- 10.1” LCD IPS touch screen –  
 Resolution: 1280 x 800

- Active Area: 216.96(L) x 135.6  
 mm(H) – 16:10 – 3-colour   
 Side LED Indicators

- Wi-Fi: 802.11b/g/n – Ethernet:  
 100M/1000M ethernet   
 Bluetooth: Bluetooth 4.0

- Power over Ethernet (PoE) or  
 DC 12V/1.5A

- Size: 249.36(L) x 168.36(H) x  
 24(D) mm

- Stand mount, wall & glass  
 mount

www.applelec.co.uk  

A 10.1” LCD touch screen supports reserving on the spot and meeting check-ins & check-outs



Lacking a centralised workplace management system, organisational chaos and the waste of 
resources are a daily occurrence. Take meeting spaces for example. Room by room search, stolen 
rooms, interrupted meetings, ghost meetings, tedious tasks, and back-and- forth communication. 
All those and more are creating huge headaches for employees and administrators alike.

Yeastar Workplace integrates with Microsoft Outlook calendars, Google calendars and Teams or 
untilise the Yeastar online platform to provide a single point of entry for meeting events and room 
bookings. Instead of switching back & forth, you can create events, search for rooms, and make a 
reservation in seconds right on preferred calendar platforms.

The Results
The integration of the Yeastar booking system has been received by staff quickly, positively, and 
effectively. The main advantage being its visual traffic light system. Within an open office, it is 
easy to see from across the room if the showroom is free, in use, or if a meeting is due, based on 
the 3 colour alerts that surround the booking tablet. This gives instant clarity as to its availability, 
with minimal effort involved. Having this visual prompt directly outside of the meeting room, has 
improved room bookings overall. Staff can no longer just take the room without checking the 
calendar and feign ignorance, as it is clearly displayed on the system right before they enter the 
room. Being able to clearly see who has booked it and when, has prompted staff to check it, book it 
and respect the booking much more than our previous process. The system was easy to install, and 
the integration with Outlook is invaluable as we can continue booking our room in the same way 
we have been, and it automatically updates the booking system. We also have the back up of the 
web-based version of the booking system, allowing access from anywhere, which is advantageous 
for our Business Development Managers, who are frequently out on the road visiting customers. 
They are now able to access the calendar to check availability and book the room, whilst with the 
customer, which is both efficient and looks professional.

“We have been really pleased with the new system, it brings a level of 
sophistication to our showroom and has really improved the booking of such  
a valuable resource to our company as well as the wellbeing of staff.”   
Rachel Gould, Marketing Manager | Signage Division
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Contact
Sun-Light Solutions

Phone
+44 (0)7887 634 990

Email
info@sun-lightsolutions.com

Address
Sun-Light Solutions Ltd.
3 Water Hall Court, 
New Mill, Huddersfield, 
West Yorkshire, HD9 7JJ

www.sun-lightsolutions.com

Efficient & Intuitive Online booking – At a glance 
status & ad hoc booking – Ideal rooms for differing 
needs – Check in & auto release – Increased 
utilisation & more insight – Outlook & Google 
Calendar integration – In depth workplace 
analytics – Notifications for different events.

The meeting room booking system is composed of a cloud-based platform


